In this paper we consider an inverse heat conduction problem which appears in some applied subjects. This problem is ill-posed in the sense that the solution (if it exists) does not depend continuously on the data. The Meyer wavelets are applied to formulate a regularized solution which is convergent to exact one on an acceptable interval when data error tends to zero.
Introduction
Recently the multiscale analysis and wavelet decomposition have been a subject of intense development and seems to be useful in treating some ill-posed problems. Inverse heat conduction problems are severely ill-posed [1] . As a model problem let us take the sideways heat equation in the quarter plane (t 0, x 0)    u xx = u t , x 0, t 0, u(x, 0) = 0, x 0, u(1, t) = g(t), t 0, where g ∈ L 2 (0, ∞) is the temperature history at the fixed point x = 1 and we look for such a solution u(x, ·) ∈ L 2 (0, ∞) which is bounded as x → ∞. It has been investigated by many authors; among others, in [2] the Tikhonov regularization was analyzed. In [3] a new approach for solving this problem which consists in applying wavelet basis decomposition of measured data was given. We call it wavelet regularization method. One important significance of paper [3] is that the author presents the method earliest. Unfortunately, there exist defects in the proof of the main result of the paper [4] .
The aim of this paper is to consider the following nonstandard inverse heat conduction problem in the quarter plane (t 0, x 0) which appears in some subjects of applications [5, 6] :
   u t + u x = u xx , x 0, t 0, u(x, 0) = 0, x 0, u(1, t) = g(t), t 0,
where g ∈ L 2 (0, ∞) is the temperature history at the fixed point x = 1. We also look for such a solution u(x, ·) ∈ L 2 (0, ∞) which is bounded as x → ∞ and we will give out a wavelet regularization method for this problem with strict proof.
We are interested in the case when instead of the exact function g = u(1, t), we have a certain measured data g m such that
for some given ε. Moreover, we assume that a priori bound of the exact solution norm at x = 0 is known
Throughout this paper the notation · and (· , ·) denote the norm and inner product in L 2 (R), respectively.
Fourier regularization
Let the definitions of g(t), g m (t), f (t) and u(x, t) be extended to the whole real t-axis by defining them to be zero for t < 0.
Applying Fourier transform with respect to t to problem (1.1) we get the following problem in frequency space:
If the principal square root of 1 + i4ξ is denoted by
where
Thus by Parseval formula, we get
Since the focus of our interesting is in the interval 0 < x < 1, we see a rapid decay of g(ξ ) at high frequencies. On the other hand, the Fourier transform of the measured noisy temperature history g m is a function from L 2 (R) which does not possess such a property. This observation leads to the following regularization idea, i.e., Fourier regularization [7] . As in [3] , let us introduce a sequence of positive real numbers α j for j ∈ Z, 6) and let χ j be the characteristic function of interval
According to (2.3), for any function ϕ ∈ L 2 (R) such that its Fourier transformφ belongs to L 2 j , there exists a solution of (2.1) with the boundary conditionû(1, ·) =φ, so we introduce a family of problems in the frequency space parametrized by j ∈ Z which is defined as follows:
For any g ∈ L 2 , problem (2.8) has a unique solution. Let u j (x, t) denote the inverse Fourier transform of the solution of (2.8) and we call it the regularized solution of problem (1.1) with parameter j .
Lemma 2.1. The following inequalities hold:
Proof. Note that
To prove (2.9), it is sufficient to prove that
but this is obvious by squaring two sides of above inequality. From cos(α/2) 1/ √ 2 we know (2.10) holds; (2.11) and (2.12) can be obtained by using (2.9) and (2.10). ✷
Lemma 2.2. If there exists a solution of
Proof. According to (2.3) we havê
By using formulas (2.3), (2.15), inequality (2.12) and condition (1.3) we know 
M, and j (ε) → ∞ when ε → 0, (2.16)
and moreover 
From (2.16) and (2.18) we have
Combining (2.19) with (2.20) and (2.21), inequality (2.17) is obtained. ✷
Wavelet regularization
Let ψ be the Meyer wavelet used in [3] and its Fourier transform satisfies [3, 8] Suppψ
The functions ψ jk (t) = 2 j/2 ψ(2 j t − k) for j, k ∈ Z is an orthonormal basis of L 2 (R) [3, 8] . Let α 0 = (2/3)π , then by (2.6) we have [3] Suppψ
It is easy to see that for w(t) = l j ; l,k∈Z a lk ψ lk (t) we have
For j ∈ N, j < ∞, letX j be the subspace of L 2 (R) defined bŷ
and P j the project operator of L 2 (R) ontoX j defined as follows:
Let v εj (x, ξ ) be the inverse Fourier transform of the solution of problem
The solution exists because the support of P jĝm is compact. 
where ε j is given by (2.18) and {C j } is a certain sequence converging to 0 as j → ∞.
Proof. Note that by (3.3), (3.4) and Π jψlk = 0 for l j + 2 we know
i.e.,
Due to our notation and from (3.8) we havê
By (3.9), (2.11), (2.12) and (2.15),
and from (2.11) and (2.12) it is easy to see that
e, (3.13)
(3.14)
Define constants C j , (3.15) and note that Supp(S j +1f ) = {ξ | α j +1 |ξ | α j +2 } we know C j → 0 (j → +∞). From (3.10), (3.12), (2.12) and (3.15) we have
According to (2.16) and (2.18) we know
.
Thus inequality (3.16) becomes (3.17) which is convergent for x > 1 − 1/ √ 2. Combining (3.17) with (2.17), inequality (3.7) is obtained. ✷ Lemma 3.1 suggests how to define a wavelet regularized approximation of disturbed problem (1.1). Namely, let us introduce a decreasing sequence of knots {x i }, i = 0, 1, . . ., such that
. .
Then, let functions v εj (x, t) andẑ εj (x, ξ ) be given by the following recurrence definitions:
Thus we havê
Proof. (i) Note that Π j (P jĝm (ξ )) = P jĝm (ξ ) and we knoŵ
Note that by (3.22) and Supp
and sov
, k > 0, we can prove by using induction that 
where e * is a small constant introduced in [4] , e * = lim k→∞ e k , e k = ( 
Note that
and we have
Combining this with (2.11), (1.2) and (2.16) we obtain
By using (3.26), (2.15), (2.11) and (2.12) we know
Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1, we define an auxiliary function S j (ξ ) as follows: From [4] we know that sequence {x k } has a positive limit e * , where e * is a small constant with 0.037513 < e * < 0.037514. So the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is valid in interval (e * , 1). ✷
Remark.
Because e * is a small constant, the interval (e * , 1) is an acceptable one for problem (1.1) and our result is of significance.
